Peace of Mind in Radiation Protection

We enable health care providers and patients to apply and benefit from the diagnostic capabilities of imaging technology with the peace of mind that comes from knowing they are protected by the best engineered garments, eye gear and protective barriers.

Infab designs and builds the world’s lightest weight, most comfortable and technologically advanced radiation attenuation products with the highest protection levels of any manufacturer.
International Customer Care

We thrive on providing you with friendly and knowledgeable customer service. With educational specialists located around the world, we are here to help you understand the challenges of radiation and offer solutions to ensure you and your team are protected and comfortable throughout your career.

Transparency

We are constantly innovating with products to help protect against harmful radiation. We believe our customers have the right to be educated about exactly what is in their radiation protection aprons.
Color Block Design
Exclusive Revolution color combinations.

KIARMOR Bi-Layer Lead Free
High energy and low energy radiation protection.

SmartTrack
Web-based apron inspection tracking.

Partial Overlap
Full protection in each panel

103 817 Light Blue Serenity / White
Revolution Vest & Skirt
The Classic Radiation Protection Apron

The Infab Classic Apron line offers thousands of color options and patterns. Discover why for over 30 years Infab has remained the leader in radiation protection lead aprons.

**Styles**
Thousands of colors & patterns to choose from.

**Customize**
Colors, logos, monograms, custom prints, alterations.

**Cool Wear**
Optional inside moisture-wicking material.

---

**EVAS**
Elastic Vest & Skirt
SH-1 Graffiti Hearts

**LSW**
Black Belt® Wrap
SH-6 Color Camo

**VAS**
Vest & Skirt
SH-4 Stylized Hearts

**AWC**
Weight Reliever
SH-2 Blocks

**RVAS**
Reverse Vest & Skirt
SH-8 Fishbones

**EBA**
Elastic Back
MIR280-D09
Galaxy Black
MWA
Special Wrap
SH-7 Metallic Splatter

FCW
Full Coat Wrap
179 New Gumball

SPL
Budget Saver
SH-9 Sports

SDO
Surgery Drop Off Side Release
SH-3 Kids Sketch

WBT
2” Wide Belt
SH-12 Unicorn

LSF
Black Belt® Front
201 Digital Camo

TFAM
Tri-Flap
268 Digital Camo Black

SDA
Surgery Drop Off Shoulder Release
SH-10 Cats
**Thyroid Collars**

- **REV-TC**
  - Revolution Thyroid Collar
  - Velcro Closure
- **SVT**
  - Visor Style Thyroid Collar
  - Velcro or Buckle Closure
- **MTC**
  - Magnetic Thyroid Collar
  - Magnet Closure
- **NST**
  - Thyroid Collar without Binding
  - Velcro, Buckle or Magnet Closure
- **TCV**
  - Thyroid Collar with Binding
  - Velcro, Buckle or Magnet Closure

**Thinking Caps**

- **Revolution Elastic Back Thinking Cap**
- **Revolution Velcro Back Thinking Cap**
- **Lead Free Disposable Thinking Cap**
- **Classic Thinking Cap with Tie Straps**
Glasses

Infab Corporation offers a complete array of lead glass eye protection and lead glass fitover frames. All lead glasses have .75 mm LE protection with the exception of the Flip Top model, Part #800275. Lead glass lenses provide protection from harmful radiation exposure.

Prescription
We offer plano, single vision, bifocal, and bifocal progressive options.

Protection
All lead glasses have .75 mm LE protection, including front and side protection models.

Personalization
Add your name to your glasses frame.

Frames
Wide variety of frames from top designers for all face sizes.

Nike Frames
Complete line of Nike frames, constantly updating. Check for availability.

CURRENT-01
Matte Black

TRAVERSE-02
Matte Anthracite

LEDGE-01
Anthracite

FINESSE-01
Black

INCREIBLES
800064
Soft Matte Black
Scatter Armor with KIARMOR

“The scattered radiation from the patient comprises the main source of radiation dose to staff.”

Direct Beam Radiation
High energy radiation penetrates and passes through the patient.

Scatter Radiation
Low energy radiation interacts with body tissue then scatters in different directions.

High Energy Absorbed

Photoelectric Effect

Compton Effect

VS

Low Energy Scattered

Passes through patient for imaging

Low Energy Scatter Radiation
Absorbed by Staff

Radiation Protection against
High Energy Direct Beam
& Low Energy Scatter Radiation

Two individual layers within one homogeneous material:

<p>| | | |</p>
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Sb</td>
<td>Antimony</td>
<td>51</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bi</td>
<td>Bismuth</td>
<td>83</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Low atomic weight absorbs low energy
High atomic weight absorbs high energy
Scatter Armor Shields utilize the highest absorbency covering material in the industry, critical in heavy fluid situations.

**Flexible**
Scatter Armor Shields easily mold to the patients body for ease of use and maximum protection.

**Sterile**
Packaged individually in sterile packets.

**One-time Use**
Scatter Armor Shields are lead-free and disposable.

**Positioning**
Scatter Armor Shields are placed with adhesive, but can be easily re-positioned.

---

**Absorbent**

**Flexible**

**Sterile**

**One-time Use**

**Positioning**

---

**Scatter Armor Multipurpose Shield** (SA-MPS)
Transradial Access: Left and Right Radial, Shunt, Biliary Drainage, Spinal, Fibroid Embolization

**Scatter Armor Multipurpose Shield with Fenestration** (SA-MPF)
Needle Biopsy or Puncture Procedures.

**Scatter Armor EP Shield** (SA-EPS)
Subclavian Access: Bi-Ventricular Pacemaker Implants, ICS procedures, and Bi-Ventricular Pacing.

**Scatter Armor Biliary Split Shield** (SA-BSS)
Biopsy Procedures, Transjugular Intrahepatic Portosystemic Shunt (TIPS)

**Scatter Armor Angiography Shield** (SA-AGS)
Transfemoral Access: Angiography, Coronary Catheterization

**Scatter Armor Peripheral Shield** (SA-PER)
Peripheral procedures where the access is through the femoral artery.

**Scatter Armor Dialysis Drape** (SA-DDD)
Dialysis Access and Declotting Procedures.
X-ray Mobile Barriers

Custom
Available in a variety of heights, widths, and window configurations, Infab Classic barriers are fully customizable to any specifications. Custom colors, logos and 100% stainless steel options are available.

Protection
Full head-to-toe protection with our exclusive base curtain included on every barrier. Your choice of 2.0 mm LE lead glass or .50 mm LE acrylic window. All bases are 1.50 mm LE.

683492
Large Window Mobile barrier
SIZE: 82" H x 40" W x 25" L
WINDOW: 72" H x 36" W
GLASS: Lead or Acrylic (-AC)

683476
X-Tall Mobile Barrier
SIZE: 76" H x 40" W x 25" L
WINDOW: 60" H x 36" W
GLASS: Lead or Acrylic (-AC)

683488
X-Wide Mobile Barrier
SIZE: 76" H x 77" W x 25" L
WINDOW: 36" H x 72" W
GLASS: Lead or Acrylic (-AC)

683473
Mid-Tall Mobile Barrier
SIZE: 75" H x 34" W x 25" L
WINDOW: 60" H x 30" W
GLASS: Lead or Acrylic (-AC)
Mobile
All Classic Infab Barriers include four hospital grade casters, 2 with locking brakes.

Durable
Fully enclosed glass with our exclusive concussion panels to protect the lead glass.

Easy-to-Clean
Easy-clean Sintra plastic base and high quality powder coated steel frames.
X-ray Mobile Barriers
(continued)

076993
Technician Protection Mobile Screen

REV-SPMC
Revolution Solid Panel Mobile Curtain

076994
Physician Protection Mobile Screen

REV-PMC
Revolution Mobile Curtain

683495
Adjustable Height Wraparound Mobile Barrier
Racks

Infab Apron Racks are well-designed and thoughtfully engineered to provide the most efficient functionality.

Each Infab Mobile Apron Rack offers locking brakes, high quality hospital-grade casters with brakes on two wheels for ease of movement and high grade, powder coated steel construction for years of trouble-free service.

- **683435**
  - 10 Hanger Mobile Apron Valet
- **683429**
  - Wall Mounted Rack
- **683427**
  - 10 Arm Budget Mobile Apron Rack
- **REV-MRK-10**
  - Revolution 10 Arm Mobile Apron Rack
REV-LOCKER

Revolution 20 Hanger Mobile Apron Locker

**ASSEMBLED SIZE:** 65” H x 48” W x 26.5” L

**COLORS:** White, Grey, or Black
Custom colors available. Ships in standard white unless specified.

- Secure up to 20 aprons
- Includes 20 hangers
- T-Handle with 2-cable latch/release system to lock at top and bottom
- Features digital passcode lock with keypad
- Set multiple administrative and user passcodes
- Battery operated lock with backup battery and emergency power supply
Passcode Lock with Keypad

20 Hangers Included

65"

48"

48½"
Gloves
Infab gloves are available in a wide variety of styles, lead equivalencies and functions from heavy duty .50 mm to thin, disposable .10 mm lead equivalency surgery type gloves.

Cleaners
Infab Scrubbles apron cleaner safely cleans your aprons of barium, blood and other common radiology related stains with a clean citrus scent.

Infab is proud to be a global cleaning solutions partner with Clorox.

- No harsh chemical odor or fumes
- No fragrance added
- Nonflammable, unlike quaternary ammonium-alcohol-based wipes
- No volatile organic compounds (VOCs)
Cassette Covers
Complete, highly effective disposable protection from contamination.

Patient Protection
Eye, thyroid, ovarian, gonad and other patient protection and positioning products for optimal patient care.

Dental
Protect patients and staff with colorful, protective and comfortable Infab dental lead aprons.

Curtains
Available in any size, color and fabric with .25, .5, .75 and 1.0 Pb lead equivalency.

For the complete Infab product line visit www.infabcorp.com/catalog.